Meeting Minutes
11/21/02

Attendance:
Present: Mike, Jenn, Anant, Parul, Hiral, Tao, Katie, Matt, Arthur, Andy
Absent excused: Soojin
Absent unexcused:

Office hours:

CSSA and Talent Forum miscommunication:
  Talent Forum consists of presidential candidates for CSSA
  Invasion of space, events – Talent Forum ran under auspices of CSSA
  Recognize that independence under CSSA is best, co-organization
  Subcommittee – issue is expansion to entirety of Asia
  Incompatibility concern: will Taiwanese groups come to Chinese sponsored event
  European Club: career fair and regular activities
  Vote to clarify goals of cooperation: (white ballot)

Green Hall:
  Applying for FSILG recognition, for GSC funding
  Vote: (6:1:1)

Meeting:
1. FOCUS update/evaluation
   Need programming help with website, PHP
   Want groups to do own up-dates
   Writing articles for Focus shortly
   70 groups to go to print
   Propose to cut budget (@ 1500 copies, $500)
   Mock prepared over IAP

   JENN: Add FOCUS to database (greli@mit.edu)

2. On-going group recognitions
   JENN: for reaper – Students for Labor Justice, Mocha Moves, SETU (pending receipt of Start-up form)
   KATIE: E33 Productions, state president and treasurer are MIT students (ajp)

3. Suspension aftermath
   Groups unaware of constitution, set-up ASA, etc.
   Organize a leadership workshop
   Vote in favor (0:5:3)
   TAO: spotlight, link to all important upkeep documents and processes

4. New Lock Policy
   Proposal presented and accepted
5. Project Updates:
MITSFS Reading Room:
   Survey seems repetitive – recommend referring to previous of survey
   UA turned down proposal, refuse to favor proposal w/o survey approval
   ASA is behind current proposal – vote (3:1:3)

   Walker shuffle proposal
   Shift of rooms to satisfy more requests
   IAP project: waiting list groups to Anime office
   Vote (6:0:1)

6. IAP Walker Cleanup (Student Center, too)
   Possibly registration day
   Contact groups and poster doors (with fine warnings)
   Inspections prior to clean-up days

7. Spring Budget

8. ASA Official
   HIRAL: draft about clean-ups
   TAO: send info about website updates
   ARTHUR: FYSM billing

9. Next two meetings: 12/4/02; 12/11/02
   5:20 – GSC meeting at GSC office in Walker
   TAO: change web page - office hours: 7:00 to 7:30 on December fourth and 6:00
   to 7:00 on December eleventh

Open Floor:
   No grad members able to attend GSC retreat